CONTINUING THE CIRCLE:
SEPTEMBER EDITION

Our community has only grown since the start of he pandemic and our mission
of 'Gearing our participants up for life' has grown in its scope. We are so
excited to be stepping forward this season with our Alumni, supporters and
Industry partners!

Watch Phil Gosch, Partner at Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck law firm and
SOS Board Member about how to get started in Law.
Check out our Alumni webpage for more interviews with leaders within our
circle, current job opportunities in the industry, and spotlights of other
alumni in the network.

The first time Travis strapped into a snowboard and
found his balance to stand was with SOS. Pushing
through the snow, navigating the terrain. There
were spills along the way, of course, but getting
back up didn’t seem as tough with SOS cheering
him on. He found his community. And he decided to
go all in.
“Having SOS be this advocate for me and my family
growing up, it gave me this adult mentor in the
community that wasn’t a teacher, wasn’t a parent,”
says Travis. Continue reading about how Travis
embraced the SOS community and helped expanded the Circle of love.

Have you been looking for ways to rejoin the
Circle of Love? Look no further -- come back
and mentor this winter season! As we prep for
the start of our winter programs, we're actively
recruiting mentors. Each mentor works closely
with a group of 4-5 youth and commits to a
schedule of ride days on the mountain and offhill leadership & skill development
training. Click here to get in touch today!

Smartwool is looking for product weartesters!
This means that product testers will be
asked to wash, wear, and be active in
Smartwool products in a variety of settings
and then you will have to give feedback
about fit, function, and performance to help
guide their final product design decisions to
make better products! Wear testers must be 18+.

CLICK HERE TO BECOME A PRODUCT TESTER

SOS OUTREACH
Come back and work with us to help impact youths in your community this
winter! We are currently hiring for Program Lead in all our Enrichment sites. As
an Alumni you can have a big impact on the development of our youth.

www.sosoutreach.org
970.926.9292 | sos@sosoutreach.org
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